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THE ROY MANUSCRIPT OF BURNS’S  





As well as poems and songs, Burns wrote dozens of the short verses that 
Robert Chambers called “Versicles”: epigrams on friends and local 
characters, expostulations at inns or roads, inscriptions in books or notes 
to accompany gifts, responses to invitations, verse-blessings when he was 
asked to say grace at a meal, and much else. Though it has been titled 
differently by different editors, the brief epigram recorded in this 
manuscript, accompanying a gift of bottled beer to his friend John Syme, 
Distributor of Stamps in Dumfries, is well-known, and frequently quoted 
in biographies.1 The Roy manuscript is the only one known in Burns’s 
hand and it seems to be the original one sent to Syme. As one of Burns’s 
trustees, Syme cooperated fully with Burns’s first editor and biographer, 
Dr. James Currie, and the epigram was first printed, apparently from this 
manuscript, or from a copy of it made by Currie’s son Wallace, in 
Currie’s Works of Robert Burns (1800).2   
 Syme also made his own transcriptions, some duplicated between two 
distinct manuscript collections, of Burns verses that the poet had not 
included in his own published books, and these include a transcription of 
the  epigram “To John Syme.” In 1932, when Frederic Kent, 
superintendent for district libraries in Glasgow, wrote about these Syme 
transcriptions for the Burns Chronicle, he reported them as being in “the 
famous collection of Mr. E.A. Hornel,” but they do not seem still to be in 
the Hornel Collection at Broughton House, and their present whereabouts 
is unknown.3 Kent reported that Syme had noted on the title-page of one 
 
1 James Kinsley, ed., Poems and Songs of Robert Burns, 3 vols (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1968), II: 803 (Kinsley 510B).    
2 James Currie, ed., Works of Robert Burns, 4 vols (London: printed by J. 
M’Creery, 1800), IV: 384.   
3 Frederic Kent, “Burns Epigrams Garnered by John Syme,” Burns Chronicle, 
2nd ser. 7 (1932): 10-23 (15). The Syme transcripts had been acquired for Hornel 
by J.C. Ewing, and letters at Broughton House indicate that when Hornel died in 
1933 the MSS were still in Ewing’s possession, for rebinding, and to use for his 
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of the two manuscripts “Originals / Not in print and probably never wi[ll 
be]  / and other select pieces” (Kent, 11), which surely indicates that the 
transcriptions were made before Syme knew this epigram was to be 
printed by Currie, and so quite soon after Burns’s death, with 1799 as the 
latest possible date. While Syme’s manuscript copies have not been 
located, Kent’s discussion included his own selective transcription of the 
Syme text, and that is the source used in the collation below.   
It is not clear quite exactly when Ross Roy bought what is now the 
Roy manuscript. I have found no auction or other sale record. It was 
included in an exhibition of his personal Burns collection in 1966, soon 
after he arrived in South Carolina, when it was catalogued as a “poetic 
epistle,” with the comment that “it was not recorded by Currie or 
subsequent editors that the MS. was in letter form.”4 In due course, “To 
John Syme” was one of the items Professor Roy added to the Ferguson 
edition, then describing the manuscript only as “privately owned.”5 A 
year later, however, the Index of English Literary Manuscripts noted it as 
“Owned (1984) by G.R. Roy.”6  It was loaned for several Burns 
exhibitions at the library over subsequent  years, but ownership was only 
formally transferred to the University of South Carolina in January 2008, 
along with the major group of Prof. Roy’s Burns manuscripts.7 
The manuscript is written in Burns’s mature hand, with the verse on 
one side, and the direction “Mr. Syme / Ryedale House” on the other. On 
the recto or verse side, two smaller additions in hands other than Burns’s 
are worth noting.  At the top is the characteristic notation “C v 2 fo 295,”  
 
1935 article, “Burns’s ‘Esopus to Maria’,” Burns Chronicle, 2nd. Series, 10 
(1935): 32-38. I am grateful to Russell Bryden for checking Hornel Collection 
holdings, to Mike Duguid for facilitating my visit to Broughton House, and to 
David Hopes of National Trust for Scotland for subequent correspondence.  
4 G. Ross Roy, Robert Burns [Bibliographical Series, No. 1] (Columbia, SC: 
University of South Carolina Department of English, 1966), 13. Generally, 
Professor Roy shared with Kinsley photographs of the Burns poetic manuscripts 
that he owned, but not letter-manuscripts, and Kinsley does not cite it.   
5 G. Ross Roy, ed., The Letters of Robert Burns, 2 vols (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1985), II: 293 (letter 624A). 
6 Margaret Smith and Penny Boumelha, eds, Index of English Literary 
Manuscripts (London: Mansell, 1986), III, I, 179 (entry BuR 1093), which also 
recorded the Syme transcript (BuR 1094, unlocated, citing Kent), and “a facsimile 
of an unidentified MS, probably BuR 1093,” in A Collection of Fac-Simile 
Autographs in the Possession of J. Elliot Brogden (Lincoln: Brogden, 1861).  .  
7 Thomas Cooper Society Newsletter (University of South Carolina Libraries, Fall 
2008), 7; Frank Shaw, “Professor Ross Roy’s Gift of Robert Burns Manuscripts 
to the University of South Carolina,” Robert Burns Lives! (January 25, 2008): 
https://www.electricscotland.com/familytree/frank/burns_south_carolina.htm.  




Robert Burns, Autograph Manuscript of “To John Syme,” recto  
G. Ross Roy Collection of Robert Burns, Burnsiana, & Scottish Poetry 
Courtesy of the Irvin Department of Rare Books & Special Collections,  
University of South Carolina Libraries 




Robert Burns, Autograph Manuscript of “To John Syme,” verso  
G. Ross Roy Collection of Robert Burns, Burnsiana, & Scottish Poetry 
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in the hand of Currie’s son, William Wallace Currie,  indicating where his 
copy of this item could be found in Dr. Currie’s notebooks. At the foot, in 
a hand that Prof. Roy identified as Syme’s, is the notation “An extempore 
violent compliment from Burns—recd May 1794,” and the same hand has 
also added “Dumfries” to the Burns’s note that he was writing from the  
“Jerusalem Tavern  /  Monday even:.”8  This date, used in the Roy Letters 
edition, is a significant correction, because Kinsley follows Currie in 
pairing this verse with another Burns epigram to Syme, dated December 
1795, and so printing it among the poems of that month in his 
chronological arrangement.9  The manuscript date in May 1794, however, 
puts it in a difficult period for Burns’s life, just after his  break with the 
Riddells and Robert Riddell’s death, when he would have been especially 
grateful for Syme’s friendship.  
The fold lines visible on the verso or address side confirm that the 
manuscript was indeed sent as a note or letter, to accompany the twelve 
bottles of porter, with a note of the enclosure added by Burns below the 
address itself. The discoloration round the edges of the page seem to be 
glue from an earlier mounting, perhaps in an autograph album or for 
display. Written sideways in William Wallace Currie’s hand across one 
end is the note “Copied by W.W.C.”  
Surprisingly, in so short a text, there are several variants among the 
different sources, and in the way the epigram has been treated by Burns’s 
editors. Because it is short, the collation below can include accidentals as 
well as substantives, using the following sigla: 
 
Roy  Roy MS, University of South Carolina Libraries 
Syme  Transcript in Burns Chronicle (1932), 15 
Currie  Currie, Works, 1800, IV: 384. 
Cunn  Cunningham, Works, 1834, III: 305 
HM  Hogg-Motherwell, Works, 1834, II: 75. 
SD 1871 Scott Douglas, Complete Works, 1871, II: 167  
SD 1877 Scott Douglas, Works, 1877, III: 238 
CW   Chambers-Wallace,Life and Works, 1896, IV: 218  
H-H  Henley-Henderson, Centenary Edition, II: 258 
K   Kinsley, Poems and Songs, II: 803   
 
Title or heading: To Mr. Syme—with a present of a dozen of 
porter— Roy] EXTEMPORE.... TO MR. S**E, With a present of a                                    
dozen of Porter. Currie] TO MR. SYME. / WITH A PRESENT OF A 
 
8 On the Jerusalem Tavern, see James A. Mackay, Burns-Lore of Dumfries and 
Galloway (Ayr: Alloway, 1988), 64. Mondays in 1794 fell on May 6, 13, 20 and 
27; there are no extant dated letters written by Burns in May to narrow the date.    
9 The fainter price in the top left corner, $30.00, suggests that the MS was bought 
from a dealer, not at auction, and quite a long time ago.     
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DOZEN OF PORTER. Cunn, HM (with comma after  ), SD 1871] 
COMPLIMENTS TO JOHN SYME OF RYEDALE. LINES SENT 
WITH A PRESENT OF A DOZEN OF PORTER. SD 1877] TO 
JOHN SYME OF RYEDALE / WITH A PRESENT OF A DOZEN 
OF PORTER H-H] [To John Syme]... [B] With a present of a dozen 
of Porter. K] untitled in Syme, CW 
1 O Roy, Syme, Currie, HM, SD 1871, K, H-H, K] O, Cunn] Oh, SD 
1877, C-W  
   Malt  Roy, Syme] malt Currie, Cunn, HM, SD 1871 & 1877, CW, H-
H, K  
2 Or Hops Roy] The Hops Syme] Or hops Currie, Cunn, HM, SD 
1871 & 1877, CW, H-H, K  
   Wit, Roy, Syme] wit; Currie, Cunn, CW, H-H, K ] wit, Cun, HM, SD 
1871 & 1877 
3 Drink Roy, Syme] drink Currie, Cunn, HM, SD 1871 & 1877, CW, 
H-H, K 
   Humankind, Roy] human kind Syme] human kind, Currie, HM, SD 
1871 & 1877, CW, H-H, K] humankind, Cunn] human kind— 
CW, H-H 
4 A Gift that e’en for Syme were fit.— Roy] And even for — a 
bev’rage fit Syme] A gift that e’en for S**e were fit. Currie, K] A 
gift that e’en for Syme were fit. Cunn, HM, SD 1871 & 1877, H-
H] A gift that e’en for Syme were fit! CW]  
Place & date:   Jerusalem Tavern / Monday even: Roy] Jerusalem 
Taven, Dumfries Currie, Cunn, SD 1871, H-H (in upper case), K] 
no  place Syme, HM  
 
 Most of these variants are accidentals, punctuation, capitalization, and 
the like, but the staggering amount of variation in just four lines, when all 
the editors except Kent and Roy himself had just one source to work 
from, the 1800 Currie edition, illustrates how much even the best 19th 
century Burns editors felt free to copy-edit their sources. The surprise is 
to find that the Chambers-Wallace text has such features not in Currie as 
the opening “Oh” for “O,” and the final exclamation point.  The collation 
also shows the variety of titles editors have assigned to Burns poems over 
the years, with no standard titles available for indexing purposes. The list 
here underlines that, for other Burns texts, where a Burns poem or letter 
was first published by, say, Cunningham, Hogg, or Chambers, and no 
manuscript can now be located, we must assume the printed source has 
been subject to similar editorial treatment. 
Aside from one very minor variant in line 2 (where Burns’s “Or” 
becomes Syme’s “The,” probably a transcription error), there is only one 
substantive difference between the Roy manuscript and Syme’s 
transcript, in the last line, where Roy has “A Gift that e’en for Syme were 
fit.—,” and Syme has ““And even for — a bev’rage fit.” The puzzle is 
not to decide which version is better, but to explain where the Syme 
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variant came from. Aside from substituting a dash for Syme’s name 
(presumably his choice when transcribing), this line is the kind of variant 
that doesn’t just originate with an editor or printer. Syme was not copying 
it out from the note he had originally received that Monday evening in 
May 1794, that is copying directly from what is now the Roy manuscript. 
It is surely a stretch to think that Burns sent Syme a second manuscript 
with revised version of the epigram.  
Burns’s epigrams and versicles often show this kind of variation. 
Because they are short enough to be quoted or written down from 
memory, they are also liable to be misquoted or only half-remembered, 
with the gaps or lacunae filled in to fit the metre and rhyme. There are 
other similar instances involving the Syme transcripts. One is the two 
very different versions of Burns’s epigram on book-worms and fine 
bindings, one from Cunningham (which Cunningham said was written 
impromptu  about a “splendidly-bound” Shakespeare), and one from the 
Syme transcripts (which Syme annotated as written extempore for a 
friend’s “elegantly-bound” Bible).10 Another is Burns’s epigram “Solemn 
League and Covenant,” with one version found as Burns’s own 
manuscript footnote in a copy of Sinclair’s Statistical Account, and a 
different version printed by Cunningham.11 A third example is the 
epigram on Edmund Burke, which Syme attributed in his transcript to 
Burns, but of which Gerard Carruthers discovered a different version in a 
contemporary newspaper.12  Explanations for the different versions might 
vary, but the fact of such variation in very short poems seems to be 
widespread.  
Syme himself might of course have consciously “improved” the 
version in front of him; Kent notes that the Syme transctiptions include 
an epigram attributed to Syme, though he argues it was actually written 
by Burns (Kent, 19-20). One can at least speculate on something 
intermediate between a lost alternative Burns text and Syme preserving 
for posterity his own rewritten version of Burns. It may be that Syme’s 
had valued Burns’s epigram, recited it to friends so often that he more or 
 
10 Kinsley, II: 906 (Kinsley 616), from Allan Cunningham, ed., Works of Robert 
Burns, 8 vols (London: Cochrane and M’Crone, 1834), III: 293; Kent, Burns 
Chronicle, 1932, 14-15.  
11 Kinsley, II: 803 (Kinsley 510); Allan Cunningham, ed., Works of Robert Burns, 
8 vols (London: Cochrane and M’Crone, 1834), III: 302.  
12 Kinsley, II: 757 (Kinsley 478), from Kent, 19; Politics for the People, 2.18 
(October 1794): 286; on the periodical source, and for some general observations 
on the Syme transcripts, see Gerard Carruthers, “Robert Burns’s Epigram on 
Edmund Burke,” Studies in Scottish Literature, 33-34 (2004): 469-471: 
https://scholarcommons.sc.edu/ssl/vol33/iss1/35/. 
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less had it by heart, and made the “transcription” from memory, not from 
manuscript, filling in a last line he couldn’t recall. Or perhaps, when 
Syme bundled up his own Burns papers for Currie, he had some qualms 
about sending them off, and made a hasty or inadequate record that, when 
he made a more formal transcription, he had to fill out from memory as 
best he could. 
In light of this textual history, a Burns editor would probably choose  
between printing “To John Syme,” text and title, either from the Roy 
manuscript (the traditional author-based approach) or from Currie (the 
alternative, social text, approach, presenting a poem as it was first 
published).13 Given the availability of an authorial manuscript, and the 
likelihood that it was Currie’s source, the Syme transcript version of this 
epigram provides no independent textual authority. It is now perhaps 
chiefly of interest for assessing Syme’s reliability as copyist in other 
Burns poems for which he provides the only early textual evidence.   
 
 
University of South Carolina 
 
 
13 Cf. Patrick Scott, “Divergent Authenticities…. how editorial theories have 
changed,” SSL, 39 (2013): 3-14: https://scholarcommons.sc.edu/ssl/vol39/iss1/3/.  
